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Why this topic?

IMHO

Someone has to address

this topic.

I’d rather talk about OS in 

Serbia, birds and bees.

but,



WHY OS?

Rationale: 

They are ripping us off!



WHY OS?

Rationale: 

Unfair, powerful, 
mighty publishers!



WHY OS?

Rationale: 
et al.



2018: A Golden age?

@HumanProgress



WHY OS in 2018?

Rationale: 
. . .



2018

Tectonic shifts: 
Digital technologies – moving power away from the center,

to the edges and down.

Michael Hayden

- Eroding institutions

- No need for mediators (media, r’n’r, art?, scientific journals?)



Scientific journals that owns itself ?

Sofronijevic, A., Jerkov, A., & Stanisic, D. K. (2015, September). A 
Proposal for Autonomous Scientific Publishing Agent. In International 
Conference on Theory and Practice of Digital Libraries (pp. 360-363). 
Springer, Cham. 



10

The Future of the Science Publishing Ego-System

Dr Jan Velterop, Academic Concept Knowledge Ltd: AQnowledge, Epsom, UK



11

Reading all existing papers: 11 years and 124 days.

Meanwhile 82142 more papers added: another eight 

years and 78 days. 

Before catching up, you need to read 408049 papers 

devoting 40 years and 295 days to it. 

You would finish just in time to retire.

Being an expert in echocardiography



time in school

$ PhD

BSc

DON’T RACE AGAINST THE MACHINE

(2012)



The most well-read entity 

(2012)



(2012)

Computer author



„Content is the king.“  

Ж. Митровић

2018











The winner was not a grandmaster with a state-of-the-art 

PC but a pair of amateur American chess players using 

three computers at the same time. Their skill at 

manipulating and “coaching” their computers to look very 

deeply into positions effectively counteracted the superior 

chess understanding of their grandmaster opponents and 

the greater computational power of other participants. Weak 

human + machine + better process was superior to a strong 

computer alone and, more remarkably, superior to a strong 

human + machine + inferior process.

Garry Kasparov 

(Rasskin-Gutman, 2009)







@RealPeerReview
This is a peer-reviewed paper.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1077800418810984?journalCode=qixa

Abstract
Wet sheet that gets cold. The smell of sweat. A disrupted, unpleasant 
night again where my dreaming had me; a felt vulnerability from which 
it was impossible to hide. Sometimes, at bedtime, I already know that it 
will be a tough night. At the same time, the night offers experiences 
that radically differ from my everyday life. I want to learn from the way 
in which these experiences unfold and what I am capable of doing at 
night; what can my dreaming body teach me that can be generative for 
my writing? Through a reading of Hélène Cixous’s work on the writing 
body and inquiring into my night dreaming, I elaborate on possibilities 
for writing that differ from my usual daylight writing. Written in the 
form of seven invitations, I note that these possibilities are not about 
finding ways to overcome vulnerability in writing, but rather writing 
through vulnerability as a gift from the dreaming-writing-body.



@RealPeerReview
Someone is proud of their BMI score. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/21604851.2019.1532230?journalCode=ufts20

Abstract
Fat people are constructed as failed citizens; they are believed to be a 
burden on society, consuming too many resources and costing too 
many healthcare monies. In modern neoliberal contexts, this results in 
hostile environments and the development of spoiled identities 
(stigmatized identities in which the bearer is held responsible for the 
stigma). These hostile environments are demonstrated in many ways: 
governments failing to designate weight as a category protected from 
discrimination, public health campaigns aimed at battling the “war on 
obesity,” and immigration policies that exclude people based on body 
mass index. The author explores the latter using an autoethnographic 
method; the author, who was excluded from obtaining a resident visa in 
New Zealand because of her body mass index, uses her personal 
experiences battling an immigration system to explore these biopolitics 
and their role in (re)producing fat oppression.



@RealPeerReview
Profound.  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1077800418808540?journalCode=qixa

Abstract
To cite a text is to read it. A citation asserts that I’ve read what I cited. 
But more importantly, the way we cite indicates the quality of our 
reading. To have the right to use a text, we must fully engage with it. 
When our disposition seeks error, we miss the truth of the text. It’s 
within this spirit that I engage with Jasmine Ulmer’s “Writing Slow 
Ontology.” At bottom, slow writing deserves slow reading.

…..



@RetractionWatch
https://doi.org/10.1186/s41073-018-0054-2 
Published: 23 October 2018

In a survey, more than 30% of researchers thought "it 
acceptable to cite a reference in a paper they had not read."



@RetractionWatch

•Scientists struggle with confusing journal guidelines, reports 
@DalmeetS.
•Weekend reads: A debate over journal editors; academic corruption in 
China; a poisoning in a lab 
•The RW Daily: A university rector is set to lose his post because of 
plagiarism; researcher kicked out of Cochrane suspended from hospital 
post. Featuring @GretchenVogel1 @martinenserink and more.



@RetractionWatch

•"No, the problem isn’t failing to publish reproductions.  It is failing to 
recognize when we are reproducing older work," says Craig Jones. "And 
it is going to get worse."
•The RW Daily: Judge tosses most of a cancer researcher's libel suit 
against New York Times; are professional editors or academic editors 
better?
•The RW Daily: Why it's time to end the code of silence at universities; 
journals and vaccine debates. 



03 College Kids Say the Darndest Things- On 
Identity



TRUTH?!?

69-year-old Dutchman starts legal bid to 
become 20 years younger

https://edition.cnn.com/2018/11/08/europe/dutch-man-legal-age-scli-intl/index.html



“To [man] it is granted to have whatever he chooses, to be whatever he 
wills.”
Pico Della Mirandola, 1486

"From each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs."
Karl Marx, 1875

"God is Dead"
Friedrich Nietzsche, 1882 

2018: Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible



2018: multiple truths

Since power center has been moved from an 
institution towards many individuals, one truth 
verified by the institution has been replaced by 
many truths produced by many individuals.  



2018: decline of faith in institutions

True power of institutions is lost due to lack of 
faith in them and inability to verify concerns and 
doubts in real time in the existing framework of 
communication.



2018: slippery slope of science

Scientific process has become too complex and results too 
numerous even for professionals dealing with information like 
librarians and journalists to cope with, so traditional means of 
making abstracts out of scientific results for the general public 
are obsolete and thus replaced by methods at hand: truth tellers 
with non-scientific background. 

Enormous expansion of scientific research and education has not 
been followed by rigorous and/or smart methods of evaluation 
that provide equal opportunities for all, thus opening up the 
space for all kind of distortions, making science in general look 
untrustworthy.  



WHY OS in 2018?

Rationale: 

They want to cancel the truth!



WHAT of OS in 2018?

- Infrastructure 
- Communication
…
- New models, concepts, frameworks etc. to answer questions 
that are reappearing in a new context



WHAT is OS in 2025?



Q&A at a later time?



sofronijevic@unilib.rs


